Al Registro del ccTLD “it”
Istituto di Informatica e Telematica del CNR
Via Giuseppe Moruzzi, 1
I-56124 Pisa (Italy)
Subject: modification of Registrant for the domain name _____________.IT

The undersigned (name surname) born in (place of birth and [province) on (date of birth) resident in
(postal address [street/square, locality, post code, province]) fiscal code (fiscal code), as legal
representative of the organisation
single firm/business activity
self-employed person
nonprofit making organisation, public body other subjects EU subject - named (firm name) with
legal representative/owner (first name surname) VAT number (VAT number) with main office in
(main office [street/square, locality, post code, province]), current Registrant of the domain name
_____________.IT requests the registry of the ccTLD “it” to assign the domain name object of this
request to the organisation
single firm/business activity
self-employed person
non-profit
making organisation, public body other subjects EU subject - named (firm name) with legal
representative/owner (first name surname) VAT number (VAT number) with main office in (main
office [street/square, locality, post code, province]), represented for the present agreement by the
undersigned (name surname) born in (place of birth and [province) on (date of birth) resident in
(postal address [street/square, locality, post code, province]) fiscal code (fiscal code), who, through
the undersigning of this document expresses his/her approval to have assigned to him/her the legal
ownership of the domain name concerned.
The undersigned are aware that the Registry may act towards them with civil action and, if it is the
case, penally, in the hypothesis of false declaration, and they also assure that the Registry is fully free
of responsibility wherever there may be damages caused to third parties by the aforementioned false
declaration.
Place, date
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Signed (previous Registrant)
Named and surname
_________________

Signed (new Registrant)
Name and surname
_________________

(Legible signature)

(Legible signature)

“Pursuant to article 13, parag. 1, of Executive Order 30 June 2003, n. 196, Law regarding the protection of personal
information, the personal data supplied by applicants will be kept on the premises of the Istituto di Informatica e
Telematica for the aims strictly associated with the operation of modification of the Registrant of the domain name and
will be stored in a database of the Istituto di Informatica e Telematica of the CNR for the carrying out of operations
relative to the same request.
The supplying of these data to the Istituto di Informatica e Telematica of the CNR is compulsory for assessment of the
application for modification of the Registrant.
The person concerned possesses all the rights as specified in art.7 of the above mentioned Law. The data controller is the
Director of the Istituto di Informatica e Telematica.”

